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PROTROLLER SMART TABS

TROLLING BRAKES AND 
TRIM TABS ALL IN ONE

By simply moving a lever up or down, ProTroller SMART TABS 
switch between the most effective trim and stabilizer system on 
the market to the most effective trolling brakes available.

EXPECT MORE…GET MORE
ProTrollers incorporate the ability to transform SMART TABS into trolling brakes with the flip of the lever 
handle. In the ‘up’ (retracted) position, ProTroller SMART TABS function as trim tabs, using nitrogen gas 
actuators to automatically adjust the plates in accordance with water pressure, boat speed and payload 
to improve performance and handling. In the ‘down’ (deployed) position, the plates create equal braking 
on both sides of the boat. This reduces trolling speed up to 35%, maintains steering control,  
eliminates prop restriction and promotes straight tracking at any speed. 

• Reduce trolling speed by up to 35%
• Improve steering and tracking at  
 ultra-slow speed
• Reduce fuel consumption up to 11%
• Eliminate the need for trolling bags  
 and plates
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More Bang For Your Buck
For about the same cost of a high end rod and 
reel combo, the SMART TABS ProTroller series 
automatically adjusts to sea conditions, without 
the need for expensive electric or hydraulic 
hardware and switches. Installation can be 
completed in an hour or less using a few  
common tools. Also, improved fuel economy 
saves time and money at the pump. 

More Durability
The ProTroller SMART TABS  
plates will not break if the  
tabs are accidentally left  
down during acceleration.  
In addition, retracting the  
ProTroller brackets eliminate  
tab breakage when rack  
storing a boat, beaching a  
tender, or in very shallow water  
conditions. Actuators are sealed  
in chemical and ultraviolet resistant  
EDPM rubber boots for extended life.

More Support
Each kit includes all mounting hardware, written installation instructions,  
and a free video which provides step-by-step instructions, component  
parts list and required tools. In addition, Nauticus technicians are available  
to answer specific inquiries Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m.  
to 5:00 p.m. EST by calling 440-746-1290. 

Nauticus, Inc. warrants to the original retail purchaser that SMART TABS  
will improve the overall performance of any planing hull power boat to the  
consumer’s satisfaction. Contact Nauticus for complete details. 

More Time To Fish
The SMART TABS ProTroller series simplifies 
trolling so the focus is on catching fish instead 
of navigating the water. ProTrollers improve 
acceleration, hole shot, ride and handling to 
reach the perfect fishing spot more quickly. 

More Choices
ProTroller SMART TABS are available in both 
marine-grade stainless steel and rust and  
corrosion free molded composite materials to 
accommodate consumer preference. Plate size 
and actuator resistance are determined by the 
boat size and horsepower prior to installation. 
ProTrollers are easily installed on most aluminum, 
wood, or fiberglass transoms. 


